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• UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS LONGHORN
• BS: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• MINOR: PSYCOLOGY


























































• THE MERCURY 7 ASTRONAUTS DEMANED AWINDOW ON THE CAPSULE
• SINCE THEN ALL AMERICAN SPACECRAFT HAVEHAD WINDOWS
• MERCURY: 1 WINDOW, 1 PERISCOPE
• GEMINI: 2 WINDOWS
• APOLLO: CM – 5, LEM – 2
• SKYLAB: 1 WINDOW
• SHUTTLE: 13 WINDOWS
• ISS: USA – 8, RUSSIA – 13, JAPAN – 2(NOT INCLUDING HATCH WINDOWS)







• DOMINATE WINDOW MATERIAL HAS BEEN GLASS
• THERMAL STABILITY
• HIGH OPTICAL PERFOMANCE
• GLASS HAS ISSUES
• BRITTLE!
• IMPACT SENSITIVE
• NO INHERANT SHTRENGTH















• POLYMERS: ACRYLIC, POLYCARBONATE
• PROS:
• HUGELY INCREASED STRUCURAL INTEGRITY
• HALF THE WEIGHT OF GLASS




• ACRYLIC IS FLAMMIBLE
• POLYCARBONATE HAS POOR OPITICS FOR LARGE
APPERATURE PHOTOGRAPHY
• CLEAR CERAMICS: SAPHIRE
AND DERIVITAVES
• PROS
• HIGH FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
• GLASS LIKE OPTICS
• CONS
• HEAVER THAN GLASS











• COLUMBIA DEBRIS DISCOVERY…
• MADE US QUESTION: IS IT POSSIBLE TO USE
POLYMER MATERIALS AS THERMAL
PROTECTION?
• INSTINCT: NO











• LIGHT WEIGHT PRESSURE PANES
• POLYMER PANES
• LIGHT WEIGHT THERMAL SYSTEM
• POLYMERS AS REDUNDANT THERMAL
PANES




• HIGH PERFORMANCE COATINGS
• NEW POLISHING TECHNIQUES
• MAINTAINENCE











• MUCH HIGHER STRUCTUAL INTEGRITY OF PRESSUREVEHILCE OVERALL
• FLEXIBILITY IN VEIWING AREA
• ZOOM CAPIBILITY
• POTENTIAL WEIGHT SAVINGS
• CONS
• MALFUNCTIONS RESULT IN LOSS OF VISIBILITY













• SPACECRAFT WINDOWS ARE OUR EYES
TO THE UNIVERSE
• FOR EXPLORATION BEYOND EARTH ORBIT





• DAY BY DAY THE NASA WINDOW TEAM IS
WORKING TO ACHIEVE THESE GOALS…
• AND OUR REWARD?
THE B TTOM LiNEQUES iO S ?
